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Abstract
This position paper asks the theoreticians for help with a practical class of problems in inconsistency management: integration of multiple architectural views of a system. I outline the problem, suggest a metaphor
for approaching the problem and ask some questions.

Introduction
I’m not an expert in non-classical logics. I don’t have a general theory to apply to the issues posed by this
workshop. Instead, I’m a software architect. I’m interested in practical solutions to inconsistency for a certain
class of problems.
In this position paper, I describe that class of problems and some intuitions that may be relevant. I’m writing
this position paper in the hope that these issues will generate some interest among the theoretical community;
because they are real and perhaps more tractable than the general problem of inconsistency among software
artifacts at-large.

Architecural Descriptions
Most modern architecting techniques [1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9] start from a notion of multiple architectural views as a
fundamental, organizing principle of architectural descriptions (ADs): those work products used to document
the architecture of a software-intensive system.
However, there are virtually no practical techniques for view integration or inconsistency management in this
community. My interest is the integration of multiple architectural views into an architectural description for a
system of interest. The system may be an individual system, a product line or product family with variants, a
system-of-systems, etc.
The architectural views have this character:
• each view is typically written in its own viewpoint language;
• in practice, views are developed somewhat autonomously to solve distinct architectural problems (system
structure, security, distribution);
• therefore, the subjects addressed by each view are somewhat orthogonal;
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• architectural views are “contemporaneous” (or horizontal): issues of vertical refinement do not arise (until
later).
Note: I use the terminology of IEEE 1471, which distinguishes views and viewpoints roughly as follows (cf.
[10]):
view : viewpoint :: object : type

Views as Modules
The character of the views as described above, makes the metaphor of Views as modules attractive [4, 5]:
views : architectural description :: modules : program
Modules have these characteristics: (i) they facilitate separation of concerns; (ii) they promote encapsulation;
and (iii) module integration can be defined in terms of modules’ interfaces. These notions date back at least to
Parnas [11]. The metaphor suggests these ideas: that views, like modules, address separate concerns; that to the
extent that views can be non-interfering, those views “encapsulate” concerns; and that if we had some notion of
“view interface,” it may be useful to talk about view integration via interfaces.
Pursuing the metaphor further, we might characterise interfaces in terms of the resources they provide and
require from other views: a provides interface exports viewpoint elements to be used by other views. A requires
interface identifies “formal parameters” of the view which must be supplied by another view. In the example, the
Capability View provides components and connectors. The Commerce View requires that actors and values be
instantiated from outside the view, etc.

Questions for the Workshop
Here are some questions the Views as modules metaphor suggests:
• What criteria can be used to maximise the independence of views? Of viewpoint languages?
• Are there logics that can underwrite an open-ended set of viewpoint languages to facilitate reasoning about
the resulting views?
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• Is there a notion of view interface that is useful when reasoning – rather than pure description – is the goal?
• Are interface theories sufficient to write correspondence relations between views [2]?
• Does the provides, requires paradigm from module interconnection languages suggest a metaphor for
view interfaces that can support reasoning?
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